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Abstract

ization technology as a means to enable power management
in server systems. In particular, our approach focuses on
the dynamic mapping of physical processors and hosts to
virtual machines (VMs). We have developed a multi-tiered
infrastructure that enables dynamic migration of VM execution ﬂow at two different levels: within and across computer
nodes. Within a node, our infrastructure dynamically allocates and re-allocates virtual processors (vCPUs) to their
physical counterparts. Across nodes, our infrastructure employs live migration [5, 16] to relocate complete guest OS
instances to distinct physical hosts.
There are plenty of power management goals that can be
achieved using migration techniques; they typically fall into
one of the categories workload consolidation or multi-core
thermal balancing. Migration can also be combined with
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) to yield
even more power savings. We are currently working on integrating these algorithms into our prototype. We afterwards
describe in detail concepts and implementation of our intraand inter-node migration mechanisms.
Our multi-tiered migration prototype is based on the L4
micro-kernel as the hypervisor, and Linux 2.6 kernel instances running on top of it. For guest OS management, the
prototype includes a user-level VM monitor (VMM) that
provides the virtualization based on L4’s core primitives.
Our prototype supports virtual and physical multiprocessing on x86-based, medium-scale multiprocessing systems
with up to 16 processors. The guest kernel instances run
on dedicated L4 kernel threads, one per allocated vCPU.
Whenever the guest kernel creates a new address space to
run a task, the VMM spawns additional L4 threads for each
vCPU, which serve as vessels executing the program code.
When a guest OS kernel transfers control to the user level
task, the VMM dispatches the representative L4 thread on
that virtual processor.
For intra-node migration of vCPUs, our prototype dynamically changes the mapping of guest OS code to physical processors. Migration is transparent and does not involve the guest OS. L4 provides a kernel primitive to migrate a thread to a different processor. When migrating
a vCPU, the VMM simply migrates all representative L4

This paper explores the use of hypervisor-based virtualization technology as a means to enable power management in server systems. Our approach focuses on the dynamic mapping of physical processors and hosts to virtual
machines. We have developed a multi-tiered infrastructure
that enables dynamic migration of virtual machine execution ﬂow at two different levels: within and across computer
nodes. Within a node, our infrastructure dynamically allocates and re-allocates virtual processors to their physical
counterparts. Across nodes, our infrastructure employs live
migration to relocate complete guest operating system instances to distinct physical hosts.
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Introduction

Power and thermal management continue to emerge as
critical factors in modern enterprise computing environments, and have evolved to a systemic challenge that needs
to be addressed by all involved components, including the
operating system (OS).
There exists a considerable body of research on OSbased power and thermal management. However, the monolithic structure of traditional OSes effectively hinders rapid
integration of advanced power management strategies into
mainline systems. Their lack of extensibility proves inadequate to respond to the demanding power and thermal challenges of modern computer systems.
Hypervisor-based Virtualization systems offer a way out
of the dilemma. With their advantageous structure based on
a small kernel and the rest of infrastructure running atop,
they permit the whole OS stack to be designed with power
and thermal management as inherent design criteria. Virtualization thereby permits the power management to be
made available to the guest operating systems, but without
depending on their particular instances – and while still being careful to maintain application isolation, a key property
among many businesses.
This paper explores the use of hypervisor-based virtual1

threads. Also, in case the guest already has a different virtual CPU running on the destination processor, the VMM
effectively avoids the thread migration, and merely switches
the references to vCPU-speciﬁc data structures appropriately. Switching references is a cheap operation, as all
vCPU-local state is accessed via a special processor segment. For synchronization and serialization, our prototype
uses memory locks and L4’s low-overhead cross-processor
messaging functionality.
For inter-node migration, we have implemented a live
VM migration facility capable of relocating the state of a
VM to a different node. Before migration, the VMM suspends all threads associated with the VM, stores their execution state in a special memory object, and generates a
snapshot of the guest physical memory. Via a special management VM, it then transfers VM memory and state across
the network to the destination, where it is unmarshaled and
brought to execution again.
As an initial evaluation, we have developed a thermal
balancing policy for vCPUs of single guest OS instances.
Based on energy proﬁles of individual vCPUS, which we
estimate based on processor performance counters [1], our
policy strives to prevent overheating by assigning vCPUs
to physical processors in a way that the processor energy
dissipations are equalized.
In the rest of the paper, we ﬁrst present the design of our
migration prototype in Section 2, and its initial performance
evaluation in Section 3. We discuss related approaches in
Section 4, and ﬁnally conclude in Section 5.
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of L4, at user level [18]. Although different in conception
and goals [10, 14], micro-kernels can also serve as hypervisors for virtual machine systems, and there exist several
approaches to provide virtualization on top of L4 [3,13,17].
We uses a recent implementation of the L4 -kernel, codenamed L4Ka::Pistachio. We will hence use the term L4
for both the abstract kernel and concrete implementation.
The virtualization is based on a user-level virtual machine
monitor (VMM) component running on top of L4, which
provides the virtualization services based on the core primitives of the micro-kernel. For improved performance, the
VMM is split into an in-place component running within
the address-space of the guest OS, and an external module named resource monitor running in a separate address
space, with extended privileges. A large fraction of the
VMM code executes in place; only if unavoidable, for instance for reasons of security, the in-place part calls into the
external module.

Figure 1. L4-Based Virtualization architecture

Our VMM maps each guest’s virtual processor to a set
of corresponding L4 threads (Figure 1, which serve as vessels for guest kernel and applications. The guest kernel is
represented by two L4 thread, with one thread serving as
the main context for the virtualized guest operating system code, and the other thread acting as the in-place resource monitor, exception handler, and scheduler of the
main thread. To execute guest user code, the afterburner
spawns an additional L4 thread per user level address space
and virtual processor. Whenever the guest kernel transfers
control to an application, the VMM on that virtual processor
dispatches the appropriate L4 user thread.

Design

The following section presents the core design of our
multi-tiered migration prototype. We begin with describing the basic architecture of our migration facility. We then
describe power management algorithms that decide when
and where to migrate virtual CPUs or computers according
to power or thermal considerations; we are currently working on integrating these algorithms into our prototype. We
afterwards describe in detail concepts and implementation
of our intra- and inter-node migration mechanisms.

2.1

2.2

Basic Architecture

Power-Aware Migration Algorithms

The primary goal of power management is to reduce energy and heat consumption of a computer systems. OSdirected power management thereby attempts to achieve
that reduction by means of software running a the lowest
layer of the computer system. Spatial migration of computation across processors and nodes bears plenty of opportunities for OS-directed energy management, particularly in
the context of workload consolidation and heat reduction:

Our multi-tiered migration prototype is based on the L4
micro-kernel and Linux 2.6 kernel instances running on top
of it. It supports virtual and physical multiprocessing on
x86-based, medium-scale multiprocessing systems with up
to 16 processors.
As a minimalistic kernel endeavor, L4 only provides
three basic kernel abstractions: threads, address spaces and
inter-process communication (IPC); richer and more complex operating system functionality is implemented on top

Workload consolidation. Migration can dynamically con2

solidate VMs or vCPUs during phases of underutilization, and re-allot them during phases of high load.
Idle machines or processors are put into low-power
sleep states, saving energy and avoiding server sprawl
[2, 21].

extends the L4 interface to allow migrate of multiple threads
in a single blow. The second technique, pure user-level migration, applies if the guest already has a set of representative threads on the destination processor; it then avoids
the kernel-provided migration path and resorts to a scheme
implemented completely at user-level.

Thermal balancing. Migration can balance heat production across cores, chips, or complete nodes. In combination with a proﬁling step determining heat characteristics of individual virtual CPUs or guest OSes,
migration helps to either move hot execution streams
to colder processors [7, 19], or conversely, to coschedule execution streams that are complementary in
their heat proﬁles, in order to remedy thermal hot spots
[9]. Finally, core hopping policies can move executions streams across cores to distribute the heat over a
greater area [15].

2.3.1

The current L4 version permits migration on a per-thread
base only; to migrate multiple threads, the system call must
be invoked several times subsequently. Such a solution
has two serious implications on the migration performance:
ﬁrst, the migration path crosses the kernel-user boundary
for every single thread; second, migration requires synchronized access to thread control blocks and other data structures, thus the kernel must issue cross processor interrupts,
again for every thread. In presence of the substantial costs
of system call transitions and interrupt handling on x86based processors, such an implementation causes intolerable overhead when migrating multiple threads.
We have therefore developed a kernel-based batching
migration scheme, which allows a user-level scheduler
component to relocate multiple threads in a single shot. To
migrate a set of threads simultaneously, the user-level VMM
passes thread identiﬁers and their prospective destination
processors to the L4 kernel migration system call. The kernel then constructs per source processor lists of the threads
to be migrated and sends them, by means of its internal
cross processor mailbox subsystem, to the respective processors (see Figure 2). Once notiﬁed, each source processor releases its local thread subset from the processor-local
run queues, and updates all thread-local data structures appropriately. It then requests, again via cross processor messaging, the respective destination processors to integrate the
migrated threads into their local queues. In contrast to the
original migration scheme requiring a kernel-user transition
and a inter-processor interrupt per thread, our new scheme
requires only a single kernel-user transition and as many
inter-processor interrupts as there are different source/destination processor tuples.

Combined Migration and DVFS. Emerging generations
of x86-based processors will feature multiple clock
and voltage domains, where frequencies and voltages
of different cores and chips can be adjusted independently. Depending on the clock and voltage interdependencies of individual cores and the transition costs
of frequency and voltage scaling, intra-node migration
can dynamically arrange virtual CPUs among physical cores or chips, which, combined with dynamic frequency and voltage scaling, allows to actually conserve power. For instance, virtual processors can be
spread among multiple spare cores, which are then run
with slower voltage and frequency. As power and voltage are related in a cubic fashion, spreading computation saves power without losing actually performance.

2.3

Batch Migration

Migrating virtual CPUs

In our L4-based virtualization architecture, each virtual
CPU is represented by a set of L4 threads hosting the execution ﬂow of that CPU. In order to migrate a virtual CPU, it is
therefore principally sufﬁcient to relocate all corresponding
L4 threads to the destination processor. L4 already provides
a system call to modify the particular processor a given
thread should run on. Changing the processor will cause
L4 to migrate the thread to a different processor instantly.
However, virtual CPU migration is expected to take
place frequently, in the time frame of normal scheduling
and load balancing intervals. Furthermore, single virtual
CPU may consist of a magnitude of L4 threads,depending
on the number of guest applications currently executing. L4
thread relocation is therefore a performance-critical factor
in our migration facility, and we have developed two important improvements over the original L4 version, which enable our virtual CPU migration to scale well with increasing
number of L4 threads: The ﬁrst technique, batch migration,

Figure 2. Batch migration
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2.3.2

Pure User-Space Migration

and-copy migration basically consists of the three phases i)
suspending the VM, ii) migrating the VM execution state
to the destination node, and ﬁnally iii) resuming the VM
on that node. The VM execution transferred during migration consists of the guest physical memory, the contents of
the virtual processor registers, and VMM meta information
such as L4 thread identiﬁers of guest kernel threads.
As described previously, the L4 VMM spawns a set of L4
threads per vCPU, to host kernel and application code. The
threads of a guest application run within their own address
space, which is constructed recursively from the address
space of the guest kernel [18]. That is, whenever an application suffers a page-fault, the in-place VMM parses the
guest kernel’s page table hierarchy. If it ﬁnds a valid translation, it transparently inserts the translation into the application’s address space, by means of L4’s memory mapping
primitives. When migrating the guest, it is therefore sufﬁcient to transfer the guest physical memory, since it includes
the guest’s page table hierarchy. The VMM on the destination reconstructs the application’s address spaces lazily, by
again reading the page tables on page-faults and inserting
the mappings when necessary.
Similar to the memory state, the execution state of the
application threads is stored within the guest kernel’s data
structures – that is, in guest physical memory – and thus
does not need to be migrated. It is therefore sufﬁcient to
transfer the execution state of the main kernel threads to the
destination node. On the destination, the VMM will spawn
new L4 threads and address spaces whenever the migrated
the guest kernel tries to run an application that does not have
a L4 thread representative yet.
However, previous approaches to live migration of an
L4-based VM have shown, that quite a lot of cooperation
with the micro-kernel is required to extract and insert valid
execution to and from L4 threads [11, 12]. The root cause
of that overhead lies within L4 itself: some parts of L4’s
thread control blocks that are required when checkpointing
and restoring L4 threads – register frames saved on the kernel stack, and information on attempted or ongoing IPC operations, to give examples – cannot be extracted easily from
the L4 directly; they are rather available to L4 itself only.
Similar to intra-node migration, we have therefore again
added an enhancement to original L4 version that enables
effective control over thread execution from user-level. A
detailed description of our improved kernel version can be
found in a different paper [22]. Here, we restrict ourselves
to presenting the the improvements fundamental to thread
migration. Our new L4 versions gives user level schedulers
full control over dispatching, by vectoring out all thread preemptions to the user-level. As a result, there is only one
thread running at a time per processor; all other threads
are waiting to receive reactivation messages from user-level
schedulers. Furthermore, our new L4 version propagates

Our second important optimization enables a pure user level
implementation in case the guest already has another virtual CPU running on the destination processor. Our VMM
then effectively skips thread migration and merely switches
the user-level references to virtual processor speciﬁc data
structures appropriately. Our VMM currently accesses all
processor-speciﬁc data via a special processor segment set
to a different value for each virtual processor. Under the
presumption that two virtual processors run within the same
address space, the VMM can switch the two processors’
location by simply preempting the guest kernel threads at
a well-deﬁned code location, switching the reference to
vCPU local data, and reactivating the threads again (see Figure 3).
In theory, pure user space migration a very simple and
cheap operation, since it only requires exchange of a simple
segment register and allows all L4 threads to stay on their
original physical location. However, it also requires the execution stream of both virtual processors to be serialized,
which we currently achieve by deﬁning explicit points in the
execution stream where the switching may take place. For
the synchronization, we must use memory locks and L4’s
cross-processor messaging system. Furthermore, the pure
user-level solution can only be performed between processors of the same guest OS, and only if the processors run
within the same address space. This is only the case if, the
VMM and guest kernel access vCPU-local data using an
indirection scheme as described above, rather than private
mappings and separate address spaces. For all other cases,
we must resort to the default kernel-provided batch migration scheme.

%fs

%fs

Figure 3. Pure User-Level Migration

2.4

Migrating virtual Computers

For inter-node migration, we have implemented a live
VM migration facility capable of relocating the state of a
VM to a different node. Our migration mechanism runs
within the VMM, and no modiﬁcations to guest OSes are
necessary. Our prototype currently supports the rather simple stop-and-copy migration; an effort to implement more
elaborate pre-copy migration [5, 20] and to integrate live
migration of virtual network devices [6] is underway. Stop4

all user-relevant execution state to the user-level, by means
of special IPC messages. Conversely, a user-level resource
manager can update thread execution state, also by means
of a special IPC to that thread; L4 then installs the state
update transparently into the thread’s control block before
activating that thread. Our VMM can therefore easily migrate a thread by checkpointing the exported execution state
and transferring it to the destination; the VMM peer on the
destination then spawns a new thread and associated address
space, and reactivates the thread by sending an IPC containing the transferred execution state (see Figure 4).

as of yet, all of those approaches focus on migrating or balancing tasks, jobs, or network streams; none of them has
investigated virtual machine migration as a tool for energy
and temperature management server systems.
The Load Concentration approach by Pinheiro et al. [21]
proposes to distribute the load of server cluster in a way that
hardware resources can be put in low-power modes. Load
distribution is based on checkpointing and migrating whole
applications running on a special version of the Linux operating systems. Similarly, Chase et al. propose to use reconﬁgurable switches to balance the network load offered to a
pool of servers so that individual servers can be powered
off [4].
Elnozay et al. propose and evaluate different voltage scaling policies for cluster power management in web
server farms [8]. We believe that virtual machine migration could serve as a cluster reconﬁguration mechanism that
helps to extend the scope of such policies to other applications than speciﬁc web servers.

5

In this paper, we have proposed virtual machine migration as a means to pursue power management in virtualized
systems. Our approach focuses both on migrating virtual
among physical processors, and on migrating complete virtual machines among different nodes. We have developed
a multi-tiered infrastructure that dynamically migrates virtual machine execution within and across computer nodes,
and are currently exploring different power-aware migration
schemes that help to preserve power as well as to keep the
temperature of different processors and nodes balanced. Initial performance measurements indicate that our prototype
is a promising approach to OS-directed power management.

Figure 4. Preemption IPC and reply
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Initial Evaluation

We have conducted initial measurements on a 3 GHz
Pentium D830 with 2 cores and 2 GByte memory. The guest
kernel executes on 2 vCPUs dynamically balanced among
the two available cores. Table 5 shows the performance of a
full kernel compilation and of the netperf benchmark run
from an external client over a Gigabit NIC, under different
re-balancing frequencies.
F [Hz]
0
10
100
1000

KBuild [sec]
186
191
200
206

Conclusion

B
Netperf [ M
sec ]
848.25
847.67
854.01
851.24
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